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History  
Yielden, or Yelden, Castle was a large early Norman motte castle with two baileys. The medieval motte with two 

baileys, probably dating to the 12th century. You can still trace the line of banks and ditches encircling a castle 

mound, but evidence of the original keep is long gone. Fragments of later medieval stonework can still be seen, 

however.  

 
 

The River Til flows through the western ditch, suggesting that the river was used to create a water-filled moat. 

The Trailly family held the site from the time of the Domesday Book (1086) until the 13th century, so they 

would seem to be the most likely candidates for builders. Excavations have revealed that there was a round stone 

tower atop the motte with walls 4 feet thick. It seems likely that a drawbridge linked the tower to the inner 

bailey. Some of the stonework was heavily burned, suggesting the possibility of a siege. 

 

The mound is 160 feet by 220 feet around the base with the highest point 25 feet above ground level and during 

excavations the stone foundations of a tower or shell keep were found. The bailey is thought to have had a stone 

wall and the excavations also found the base of a tower in the south-west corner. The castle appears to have 

fallen into ruins by 1360.riday the 27th May 2022 Luton Paranormal Society members consisting of the ever 

present Andy, Ben, Maria and Racheal D travelled to the Bedfordshire / Northamptonshire border to the 

beautiful village of Yeldon or Yieldon as it is also known as to conduct an investigation of the historic Yeldon 

Castle or remains off that is nestled away on a small hill overlooking the hamlet and Church which is situated 

about 500 metres away to the North of the site. 

 

The Weather was dry with patchy cloud, but no rain was expected and the team made the initial decision that for 

this particular investigation and due to the locations proximity to little to no light pollution that they would 

double the investigation up as both a Haunting and UFO investigation. 

The team arrived a little before 21:00 hours and made the short walk up the main road towards the site. Andy 

had advised that on a previous visit to the Castle the fields had been full of sheep, and this again was to be the 

case with about 100 sheep all grazing away happily in a field to the side of what would have been the Castle 

ruins and the now dried up moat that had once surrounded it. 

As the years go by it is becoming apparent that some members of the team need to get themselves into the Gym 

once in a while with Andy and Ben both knackered and out of breath by the time that had reached the summit of 

the hill which produced some spectacular views across the valley and Northwards across the village and Church 

which is in itself spectacular in design. 

Investigation Report  

 

Investigation Site Yielden Castle 

Investigation Date 27th May 2022 

Report By Andrew Fazekas 

Team Members Andy, Ben, Rachel D, Maria.  
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The Ghost investigation begins 

Equipment used Hexcom, digital recorder K2 & trigger objects cat balls, spirit box. Ben placed light trigger 

object around so when asking out any spirit that may come close the lights would light up.  

21:07 – 21:45 The Team arrived and got set up to investigate at the top of the mound, down to a ridge set just a 

little way at the front. Ben proceeded with an opening & protection prayer. Andy started the evening off using 

the Hexcom, Racheal using headphones with her digital recorder, k2 by her side. Ben also using k2 and placed 

cat balls.  

The team introduced themselves one by one, Andy introducing himself as ben, started this evening off with 

laughter! The team then continued the investigation with a lot of humour hoping to entice any spirits to 

communicate back with them.  

The team were shortly greeted with a fan club of sheep braving it, to go and investigate themselves to what was 

happening. The security sheep had been called however soon the sheep realised there was no threat to their 

grazing or playing. And when it became apparent to the sheep that the team had come bearing no food they 

quickly departed back to the main group. 

 

Questions asked, if spirit is there to come forward, asking for names? Ben asking when the castle came to ruin. 

Question relating to the castle were asked, if there were any soldiers or knights that may have died at the castle, 

any women or children that wish to communicate etc. Racheal alerts the team that she has just heard a male 

voice. oui… like someone trying to get her attention?? No more of this man was heard again. Racheal also stated 

that she heard a faint female tone like a note being vocalised, Racheal didn’t say right at the time, as it wasn’t 

very clear however the hexcom come out with a female name Mia, so she found this to be relevant to tell the 

group. No activation with the K2 or cat balls. 

More sheep decide to gather quite close now all eager to see what the team are up to. 

21:45 – 22:00  Spirit box investigation, at the top of the mound by Andy with REM POD Racheal uses the 

digital voice recorder. Some words were thrown out however they were hard to hear, with many other animal 

noises from the sheep and ducks further out Andy decided to end this as he felt a better speaker would be needed 

when using this spirit box.   

Spirit Box throws out the following words: 

EDISON, THEIR, MOSTLY, THE LIGHT, BOTH, COAT, WARRIOR, CHAIR, ROSE LINE, JOHNNY, 

CUTE, ANGLES, TREE, QUARANTINE, WIFE, WRITTEN, CLOTHES, EQUAL, OUTSIDE, GAME, 

POWDER, FLOAT, MASTER, MIA, HAVE, STALK, SURGE, FIDDLE, ALIGNMENT, LOT, NOTICE, 

TICKLE and REMOTE 

22:00 EVP experiment was then started instead at the top of the mound Andy, Ben and Racheal all used their 

recording devices for this. The team stood in a circle and one by one asked out to anyone who like to come 

closer. This started for me ok but by the third time of me asking a question Maria mind went blank. She felt 

unsteady and it was as if she was drifting of and out of the zone. This has happened before to her, and she 

believe this can be a sigh spirits are blocking what she was asking. Due to this she let the team carry on and 

Maria just stood back and just observed what maybe around me. Maria states that questions were being blocked 

from her mind? She proceeded to ask, is there something your hiding? is there something you don’t want us to 

know? Who was drowned in the motte?? Was someone dragged there?? Racheal explains her headphone are 

sounding strange?? Interference like clicking noise it had never done before?? Racheal then asked what was the 

last questioned asked?? Thinking maybe it was to do with what the team had just asked?? Hoping on review of 

the recording something may be trying to communicate with the team? Many questions now asked by all the 

team,  

As the Church bells ring out Maria states to the team that she has mind block and feels that she is being blocked 

by something. She is unable to describe her feelings and walks off to speak to Racheal alone as the remaining 

team members conclude the experiment.  
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Racheal tells the group that she has just felt vibrations under her feet, asking the team did anyone else feel 

this??? Nobody else felt this.  

 

EVPS captured by Rachel were as follows: 

1. At the beginning of the 1st investigation Ben asks “when did the castle come to ruin? First listened I 

thought it said 1966?? when listened a few more times EVP female voice says 19???  Hundreds can’t 

hear the middle section.  

2. When the team were discussing the sheep saying they are coming, you clearly hear Ben and Andy 

talking EVP male say “fucking hell” don’t think he wanted the sheep nearby. 

3. Andy telling the team the word float from the hexcom, a strange sound like hummingbird wings is heard 

nothing was around at that time? Unexplained sound. 

4. Racheal telling the group she heard a male voice say Oui!!! EVP captured this. 

5. Racheal tells the group of a women’s vocal tone heard through her earphones when Andy tells the group 

the name MIA came through, this EVP was faint but captured. 

6. Maria fell when trying to stand up, as I say to her you can have my chair I will get up. EVP captured a 

male voice spoken quite fast “Stand up as well darling” 

7. The group done a joint recording session on the top of the mound. Racheal asked what the building was 

she could see? Andy says it’s the farmers house, Racheal said it looks like a barn EVP captured a male 

voice saying “Vegetables”. 

8. Andy telling the group the stars are out just as we are on the top of the mound EVP captured a female 

call Andy’s name very clear. 

9. Top of mound Maria asks who was found in the motte EVP captured a male voice “carried there” 

10. Top of the mound just before Racheal experiences a sensation of vibrations under her feet, EVP captured 

female say “feel me” 

 

22:10 UFO investigation begins  

By this time, it had now become dark, and the stars could be seen between the clouds in the night sky that were 

starting to break up giving a fantastic view. 

The team took the opportunity to spend the next 45 minutes doing a bit of UFO spotting which involved the 

spotting of several Satellites that were seen by the team and a UFO that lit up like a piece of space rubbish 

hitting the atmosphere... 

23:03 The Ghost investigation Resumes in Moat area 

All the team head down to the moat for a silent vigil & Hexcom Experiment. Racheal feels the temperature drop 

as she reaches the bottom; all team start to feel this too.  

23:15 hours Maria explains to the team she can’t get her balance and started to feel sick and generally unwell 

and went back to her car. The weird thing about this once she left to area and got to the road area she felt fine, no 

sickness nothing. Later when the team came back to the cars she told them once she got to the road, she felt fine 

and good.  

Back at the investigation Andy starts Hexcom experiment Racheal uses her phone recorder nothing detected.  

One word was looked up as this was not recognised ASTAROTH Ben had no signal on his phone however 

Racheal was able to look this word up. She read out, in demonology, ASTAROTH is the great duke of hell in the 

first Hierarchy with Beelzebub and Lucifer, he is part of the evil trinity.  He is a male figure most likely named 

after the near eastern goddess Astarte. Racheal informed both Andy and Ben her eyes were starting to burn no 

reason for this???  

23:50 hours the team in the absence of one member decided to conclude the evenings investigation packing all 

equipment away before walking back across the field towards the cars.  
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On our walk back Andy alerts Racheal and Ben, he found something of interest, what he had found was a bone, 

this bone was at the bottom of the mound we had been investigating, near a rabbit hole. The team were in total 

surprise with this find, as it appeared to look human, like a radius bone in the forearm. All agreed not to take the 

bone from where it came from pictures were taken to analysed later. 

Post Investigation Analysis  

Ben - An excellent location to visit and one that Ben will look forward to again in the future. Although nothing 

particularly paranormal was picked up by Ben on this occasion the site appeared to affect others as evidenced by 

Maria's experiences on the night. The discovery of the bone was also an unexpected bonus to the night’s 

investigation.  

Rachel - It was a peaceful setting apart from the sheep calling out to one another it did make it hard to hear 

whilst recording. However, annoying they were for this it was lovely to see the lambs play. I didn’t feel negative 

energies at all here, I did feel a bit spaced out at the top of the mound when first investigating but was able to 

shake this off. The results of the EVP’s were interesting, and I feel that the bone may have been Mia’s the name 

that was brought out from the hexcom a few times. I feel that Andy was meant to find that bone, I feel that he 

was defiantly guided there. Feeling the vibrations under my feet was so strange?? And I’m grateful to spirit for 

confirming this wasn’t just rabbits going mad in their warrens. 

Maria - I had never been here before, so I wasn’t expecting what happened to me once i entre the village. As 

soon as I entered the village it felt as if an entire a hidden force, a witch’s force but from another century.  I said 

as once to Rachel how I felt, and it was so weird. 

 

Post Investigation 

LPS is still waiting to find out if the bones found were human or not. 

 

 

 


